[Clinical characteristics and LGI1 gene mutation analysis on an autosomal dominant lateral temporal lobe epilepsy].
To report the clinical and genetic study of a new Chinese family with autosomal dominant lateral temporal lobe epilepsy (ADLTE). The living affected members underwent a full clinical, neurophysiological, electroencephalogram (EEG), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study. Genetic analysis was performed by LGI1 DNA sequence analysis. The clinical feature of the patients was coincidence wall with the definition of ADLTE by International League Against Epilepsy in 2001. The living affected members had an adult or children onset of drug-responsive tonic-clonic seizures or complex partial seizures constantly preceded by auditory or visionary aura. Routine EEG revealed no focal abnormalities over both temporal regions. MRI detected no structural abnormality. Analysis of LGI1 gene showed no mutation in all affected members. This kindred has typical clinical manifestations of ADLTE. The pathogenesis has no association with mutation of the exons of LGI1 gene.